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Unprecedented Times; but no time left

• COVID-19 has disrupted economies; destroyed livelihoods; massive 
deaths and added to huge misery of the very poor in our world

• But in this pandemic, when governments have little ability to handle • But in this pandemic, when governments have little ability to handle 
the ‘normal’ there is the ‘other’ global catastrophe looming; and 
showing up – climate change

• We need to understand that this is not going away and will make 
our world more vulnerable to shock and disruption



Why bring in climate change?

• We hear the following:
• Bush fires always happened;
• Floods and droughts always happened;
• Cyclones always happened• Cyclones always happened
• Locusts always happened

So are we linking to climate change?



Link incontrovertibles

• The disruption is about changes in temperatures – on land, on ocean and 
the changing variations between the different systems

• No doubt (even among hardest sceptics) that global temperature has risen 
in the past decades. Each year is the hottest year ever recorded and breaks 
the previous year record

• No doubt now that number of cyclones are increasing -- frequency is up; no • No doubt now that number of cyclones are increasing -- frequency is up; no 
doubt also that there is ‘rapidification’ of cyclones because of this change 
in temperature between land-sea; adding to force and intensity of event

• No doubt that extreme and variable rain-events have increased

All this, then adds up to the link between what we are seeing again and 
again to climate change – variable and extreme rain, cyclones; bush fire 
and now locusts



Locusts: desert creature that multiply 
exponentially when conditions are right
• Right conditions

• Rain in the desert conditions; unexpected; prolonged so that it 
creates ‘right’ conditions for multiplicationcreates ‘right’ conditions for multiplication

• Vegetation – food when there should have been scarcity
• Higher temperatures – for movement and growth



Unusual weather events in Arabian 
Peninsula

Cyclone Luban October 2018
Cyclone Mekanu, May 2018
Cyclone Pawan December 2019

Lakes were formed in the desert
Locust found their ‘right’ breeding 
opportunity

Exponential 











Global cooperation critical

• COVID-19; corona virus
• Air pollution
• Greenhouse gas emissions
• Locusts• Locusts
All have one thing in common. They do not know national boundaries; 
they occupy common airsheds; move between countries/cities
All need global-regional cooperation – cannot deal with this crisis 
without global institutions and leadership


